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It's not easy being a tiger.
Yes, tigers are beautiful and fierce.



But tigers are also big and heavy.
This makes it difficult for them to hunt for food.



Out of every twenty times a tiger hunts,
it eats only once.



When a tiger moves through the forest,
KHAU! KHAU! KHAK!

The langur calls, just like an old man coughing!
KHAU! KHAU! KHAK!



AWOOOO! HAWOOOO!
The barking deer calls, like a scared dog!

AWOOOO! HAWOOOO!



OOW! OOW! OOW!
The spotted deer calls, like a little bird!

OOW! OOW! OOW!



The whole forest knows the tiger is here!
AHUUUN? AHUUUN?

The tiger wonders, where has everyone gone?
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Watch Out! The Tiger is Here! (English)
When a tiger moves through the forest, all the animals and 

birds know! Listen to the different alarm calls that warn 
everyone in the forest that the tiger is here.

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin 
reading.
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children, authors, illustrators and publishers. Folding in 
teachers, and translators. To create a rich fabric of openly 
licensed multilingual stories for the children of India  and 
the world. Our unique online platform, StoryWeaver, is a 

playground where children, parents, teachers and librarians 
can get creative. Come, start weaving today, and help us get 

a book in every child's hand!


